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Abstract
Considering the great application of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) in climatic and oceanic
investigations, this research deals with the investigation of spatial autocorrelation pattern of SST
data obtained from AVHRR sensor for Gulf of Oman from 2003 to 2015 (13 years). To achieve
this aim, two important spatial statistics, i.e. global Moran and Anselin local Moran’s I were
employed within monthly and annually timescales. The results obtained from global Moran in the
monthly scale suggested the existence of a strong autocorrelation and cluster pattern for SST data
across all months, where warm months had a stronger autocorrelation in comparison with cold
months. Furthermore, global Moran index within annual scale indicated an ascending trend for
autocorrelation and clustering of SST data within the 13 studied years. To represent the manner of
clustering, local Moran index was employed. Based on the results of this index within monthly
scale, it was found that in winter, especially during January and February, low-low clusters, which
represent low SST values, have been formed in western parts, while high-high clusters, which
represent high SST values, have been formed in the southeastern parts of Gulf of Oman. After this
season, the mentioned pattern changed, and from May to October, low-low clusters have been
developed in the southeastern parts, while high-high clusters have been developed in the western
parts of Gulf of Oman. The map of clusters for the annual scale suggested the growth of high-high
clusters and reduction of low-low clusters of SST overtime. Based on these findings, it could be
concluded that warming of SST in Gulf of Oman within this time period has been statistically
significant and positive.

Keywords: Sea Surface Temperature (SST), Spatial Statistic, Global Moran’s I, Anselin Local
Moran’s I, Gulf of Oman.

1. Introduction
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) is considered
an important physical characteristic in the
oceans of the world. The surface temperature
of oceans is generally dependent on
geographical latitudes, so that the warmest
waters are found in the tropics and the
coldest in the poles. When oceans absorb
more heat, the water surface temperature
increases, and the pattern of ocean cycles that
transports warm and cold waters around the
world changes (EPA, 2016). Changes in SST
can bring about various effects on marine
environments. One of the most important
effects in long term is reduction of the ocean
cycles pattern, which brings nutrients from
the depths to the sea surface, while carrying
dissolved oxygen from the surface into the
deep ocean (Pratchett et al., 2004).
Furthermore, due to the interaction between
the atmosphere and oceans, SST can bring
about dramatic effects on climate change. For
example, increasing of SST can increase the
*Corresponding author:

amount of water vapor that is present over
the oceans. The water vapor feeds climate
systems, causing heavy rain and snowfall
around the world. In addition, SST can also
alter storm paths and potentially cause
increased drought in some regions (IPCC,
2013).
According to the previous studies, SST and
its changes are among the most important
factors of alteration of wind speed and
direction, where variations of this climatic
element can alter the status of atmosphere
and climate in a region (Stewart, 2008). In
the past three decades, SST has increased
more than ever. SST changes differ from
region to region, so most parts of oceans
experience increasing surface temperature,
and only a few parts such as parts of the
North Atlantic Ocean have experienced
decreasing temperature (EPA, 2016).
Therefore, monitoring and measuring SST
changes at global scale and in the long term
khosravi@znu.ac.ir
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are very important owing to its role in the
study of changes in heat balance, which
results from human interference in nature and
in the effects of this parameter on the
composition of gases that present in the
atmosphere (Nieves et al., 2007). Various
studies have been conducted about
investigation of SST within long-term
periods, but in this context, most studies have
focused on times series analysis. For
example, Khosravi et al. (2011) investigated
the effects of Oman Sea Surface Temperature
(SST) on the autumn and winter precipitation
of its northern coast. The results showed that
the spring warm (cold) SST conditions in
Oman Sea can decrease (increase)
precipitation in the selected stations of
regions. Besides, the winter and autumn
precipitations on northern coasts is
remarkable, being synchronous to positive
anomalies of summer SST. Takahashi et al.
(2013) investigated long-term trend of SST in
Omura Gulf using daily thermal equilibrium
data, extracted from National Pearl Research
Laboratory (NPRL) within a 40-year period
(1955-1995). They found that during the
warm period (from March to August), the
surface temperature tended to decrease. On
the other hand, throughout most of the cold
period (September to February), temperature
increased. Furthermore, the minimum and
maximum thermal changes have been related
to August and January, respectively. Tavakoli
et al. (2016) investigated statistical prediction
of the monthly mean sea surface temperature
over the northwestern of the Indian Ocean.
Their results showed that, in all of the study
regions, the correlation coefficient between
the observed and the predicted SST for the
independent dataset is higher than 0.9.
Similarly, Muhammad et al. (2016)
investigated seasonal and spatial pattern of
SST in northern regions of Arabian Sea from
2001 to 2012 using MODIS sensor data.
They found that SST has experienced
different phases of spatiotemporal changes
within a certain year. However, within a
long-term annual period, these changes have
had a repetitive pattern. Furthermore, these
researchers found that four different trends
can be seen in SST increasing in the region,
such that from January to March, first the
southeastern parts experienced temperature
increase. Then, during April and May, this

growth has been observed in southern parts.
Thereafter, rising temperature has been
extended to northeastern parts until August,
and eventually continues until December,
when temperature rise is observed again in
the southeastern parts. In another research,
Casal and Lavender (2017) studied
spatiotemporal changes of SST within a 34year period between 1982 and 2015 in
Ireland waters using AVHRR sensor data.
Their climatic analyses indicated that the
gradient of SST changes is dependent on
latitude, as warmer waters have been
observed in the south, while colder waters
have been seen in the north of the region. It
was also observed that the lowest and highest
SST values have been recorded in March and
August, respectively. They also concluded
that spatiotemporal changes of SST in Ireland
waters
are
dependent
on
Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) and the
warming caused by emission of CO2 by
human beings. Furthermore, the warming
trend in the region has been positive and
significant. Modabberi et al. (2017)
investigated the spatiotemporal variations of
sea surface temperature in the Oman Sea
during the last three decades. They found that
the SST of Oman Sea, had a gentle
increasing slope as it had an 1°C increase
during last 34 years and the maximum and
minimum values of SST occurs in shallow
areas where Oman Sea connects to the
Persian Gulf. To gain more information
about the investigation of SST within longterm periods (see Kumar et al., 2016;
Mustapha et al., 2016; Park et al., 2015;
Stramska and Białogrodzka, 2015), by
reviewing the studies, it was found that most
researchers have used remote sensing and
classic statistical methods for SST
investigation. However, so far spatial
statistical methods, given their various
characteristics and applications, have not
been used in monitoring and analyzing this
parameter. Nevertheless, these instruments
have been used in investigation of parameters
including atmosphere temperature and
precipitation (Bajat et al., 2015; Balyani et
al., 2017; Javari, 2017; Luković et al., 2015),
Land Surface Temperature (LST) (Guo et al.,
2015; Ren et al., 2016), and water vapor
(Khosravi et al., 2017), which have similar
characteristics to this parameter.
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Spatial statistics can be conssidered a seet of
technniques for describing and modeeling
spatiaal data, wh
hich are abble to evalu
uate
patterrns, trends, distributions
d
, processes, and
spatiaal relations (Scott andd Getis., 20008).
Mostt classic statiistical methoods are basedd on
indeppendence of observations of the sam
mple
extraccted from th
he populatioon. Howeverr, in
practiice, there are many cases whhere
obserrvations are not
n independdent and theyy are
interddependent given
g
their location in the
studieed space (Mohammaddzadeh, 20006).
Unlikke classic statistics,
s
sppatial statisttical
technniques emplo
oy space annd environm
ment,
distannce, proximity, orientatiion, and spaatial
relations directly in their callculations (S
Scott
8). This reseearch has been
b
and Getis, 2008
t aim of investigating the
conduucted with the
statuss of spatial autocorrelaation of SST
T in
Gulf of Omann using sppatial statisttical
technniques withinn a 13-year period. As was
obserrved in the background
b
of the reseaarch,
this study can be
b considerred as the first
w the helpp of
reseaarch on SST monitoring with
spatiaal statistics inn this area.

2. M
Materials an
nd methods
2-1. iintroduction
n of the stud
died region
Gulf of Oman is a water zonne located inn the
northhwest of Araabian Sea annd Indian Occean
and E
East of Straait of Horm
muz and Perrsian
Gulf and connectts Persian Guulf to the Inddian
m
Oceaan; therefore,, this gulf is one of the most
crowdded seas in
n the worldd. This gulf is
relatively deep, annd its depth reaches
r
3550
0 m,
d
decreaases,
whilee around thee west, its depth
reachhing 72 m inn the proxim
mity of Straiit of
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Hormuz. Due
D
to the passage off Tropic
of Cancer from
f
this water
w
zone, this gulf
is one off the warm
mest seas of the
southwesternn Asia. Iran
I
and Pakistan
are located in the northh of this guulf, while
o UAE are siituated in
Oman and a small part of
O
is locatted in the
the south of it. Gulf of Oman
coordinates of 22-27° of northernn latitude
and 56-61° of Easternn longitude. Fig. 1
t water zone on the
presents the location of this
map.
The Gulf off Oman is at the northernn edge of
the tropical weather sysstems in thee Arabian
Sea and Indian Oceaan. In thiss region,
c
produces southerly
Monsoon circulation
winds in thee summer an
nd strong noortherlies
in the winnter (Reyno
olds, 1993)). Water
exchange in the Gulf of Oman is mediated by
the seasonallity of monsooonal winds resulting
in a simply described
d
thrree-layered system
s
of
water exch
hange consiisting of: (First)
(
a
relatively fresh Indian Ocean
O
Surfacce Water
O
on its northern
entering thee Gulf of Oman
side. (Seconnd) the Persiian Gulf Waater Mass
deep outflow
w propagatin
ng along the southern
side throug
gh the Straait of Horm
muz, and
(Third) the surface
s
outfl
flow from thee Persian
Gulf of inteermediate saalinity wateer on the
southern sidde as well (Jo
ohns et al., 1999; Yao
and Johns, 2010;
2
Piontk
kovski and Chiffings,
C
2014). Thee direction of water surface
currents durring winter is
i parallel too Gulf of
Oman coast from northw
west to the southeast.
s
e
off currents
However, thhe general extension
during winteer is from Gulf
G of Omann towards
Persian Gulff, and vice versa
v
duringg summer
(Reynolds, 1993).
1

Figgure 1. The locaation of the studdied region on the
t map.
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the AVHRR Pathfindeer V.4.1 data
wass compared with ERA-IInterim dataaset of
Eurropean Centrre for Medium
m-Range Weeather
Forrecasts data (ECMWF).
(
T results of
The
o this
com
mparison caan be obseerved in Fig
F
2.
Acccording to this
t
Figure, the AVHRR
R data
is compatible
c
with
w
ERA-In
nterim datasset, so
thatt the highh value off the R2 (0.86)
is evidence off this statem
ment. The ERAE

Inteerim reanaalysis is produced with
a sequential
s
milation schheme,
data assim
advvancing forward
f
inn time using
12--hourly an
nalysis cyycles. In each
cyccle,
availlable
obsservations
are
com
mbined witth prior innformation from
a forecast
fo
mod
del to estim
mate the evoolving
statte of the global atmosphere
a
and
its underlying
g surface. This invvolves
mputing a variationnal analysiis of
com
thee basic upper-air atm
mospheric fields
(tem
mperature, wind, hu
umidity, ozone,
o
surrface pressuure), follow
wed by sepparate
anaalyses of near-surfaace param
meters
(2 m temperaature and 2 m humiidity),
oil temperaature,
soil moisturee and so
2
snoow, and oceean waves (Dee et al., 2011;
Polli et al., 2010;
2
Razieei and Sotooudeh,
20117).

SST (°C)

2-2. Thee Required Data
D
The sateellite data required
r
by the research
h
were exxtracted from
m National Oceanic and
d
Atmosphheric Admin
nistration (NO
OAA) of thee
US
(from
this
d
data
sett;
http://oceanwatch.piffsc.noaa.govv/thredds/cataa
log.htmll). The satellite data of
o SST weree
extractedd in Netcdf format withh 0.1° spatiaal
resolutioon (8 km appproximately)) for 2003 to
o
2015 w
within 13 years from
m AVHRR
R
Pathfindder V.4.1 sennsor. For avveraging, thee
downloaaded Netcdf files were converted to
o
rasterizeed layers by ArcMap 100.2 softwaree,
and thenn averaged. Next,
N
using this
t softwaree,
the rasteerized data were
w
converrted to poinnt
data andd for perform
ming the spattial statisticaal
analysess, they were introduced into
i
ArcMap
p
10.2 andd Geoda softtware. To invvestigate and
d
comparee spatial auto
ocorrelation of SST dataa
in Gulf oof Oman, mo
onthly and annually
a
timee
separatioons were useed, and spattial statisticaal
analysess have been calculatedd for thesee
scales. The
T reason off selection off these scales
is the provision of a moore accuratee
d across different
d
timee
comparisson of SST data
levels. Inn this researrch, for spattial statisticaal
analysis,, global spattial autocorreelation index
x
(global Moran’s I) and loocal spatiaal
nselin local Moran’s I)
autocorrrelation (An
were useed. For the verification
v
o used dataa,
of

T
Time
(year)

Figure 2. The results of comparison beetween the AVH
HRR Pathfinderr V.4.1 data wiith ERA-Interim
m dataset of Euuropean
W
Forecasts data (ECMW
WF).
Centre for Meedium-Range Weather
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2-3. Global spatial autocorrelation (Global
Moran)
According to Anselin (1992), space has two
types of effect, spatial dependence and
spatial heterogeneity. The first one is spatial
correlation or spatial continuity, which
directly follows the first Law of Geography,
Tobler law. This means that close values
have a greater similarity with each other,
causing spatial accumulation. The second one
is the spatial effect belonging to regional or
spatial differences, which follows the
intrinsic uniqueness of each space.
Determination of the degree of distribution or
clustering of features in space is possible
through global spatial autocorrelation
statistic. Indeed, this statistic is used with the
aim of describing spatial characteristics of a
variable throughout the entire region, through
which it is possible to identify the mean
spatial difference between all spatial cells
and their adjacent cells (Sadeginia et al.,
2013). In global Moran index, in addition to
attention to the arrangement of features, the
properties of features are also taken into
account and the status of spatial
autocorrelation is examined given the spatial
location and internal values of the features.
The spatial autocorrelation index of global
Moran is calculated by the following relation
(Anselin, 1992):
=

∑

∑

.

(1)

∑

where, n is the number of observations, Zi
represents the difference between the value
of property of feature i and its mean value
(X X), Wi,j shows the spatial weight between
features i and j, representing the range of the
dependence effect on spatial structure and is
determined based on the neighborhood
relationship, and So is the total spatial
weights, which is calculated by the following
relation (Anselin, 1992):
=∑

∑

.

(2)

Global Moran index generates a number
through which one can measure degree of
distribution or clustering of spatial features or
data in the space (Getis and Ord, 1992; Illian
et al., 2008; Levine, 1996; Mitchel, 2005). If
the value of this index is close to +1, then the
data have spatial autocorrelation and a cluster
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pattern. On the other hand, if the value of this
index is close to -1, then the data are disperse
and sporadic. Regarding this index, the null
hypothesis is that there is no spatial
clustering between the characteristic values
associated with the geographical features of
interest. Now, when P-Value is very small
and the calculated Z value (its absolute
value) is very large, then the null hypothesis
can be rejected (Asgari, 2011).
2-4. Local spatial autocorrelation (Anselin
local Moran’s I)
There are various spatial techniques for
representation of spatial distribution of
phenomena in the space. One of the most
valid techniques is Anselin Local Moran's I.
By having weighted spatial features and
using this index, one can represent points
with low or high values, which have been
distributed in cluster or values with a high
value difference (outlier). Anselin Local
Moran's I deals with interpretation of the
spatial relationship pattern of a spatial
parameter in neighborhood range. This index
was devised by Anselin with the aim of
identifying local spaces and suggesting
individual effective spaces in spatial links
(Yamada and Thill, 2007). For region i, this
index defines the spatial link between one
value in i and close to it through the
following method (Cliff and Ord, 1981):
∑

I =

W . (x − X)

.

(3)

In this relation,
is the characteristic of
the future ,
is the mean value of the
related characteristic, and Wi,j denotes the
spatial weight between the features i and j,
where the sum of weights is 1. In this
relation, S2i is:
S =

∑

.

.

−X

(4)

where n represents the total number of
features. In this index, standard score of Z is
calculated and tested within a certain
confidence level. The standard score of ZIi is
calculated as follows (Cliff and Ord, 1981;
Goodchild, 1986):
=

[ ]
[ ]

Here we have:

(5)
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∑

V[I ] = E I

.

.

(6)

− E[I ]2

(7)

In this analysis, if the value of Ii is positive
and significant, it shows that the available
cells have been surrounded by cells similar to
them. Positive Ii values show that the
intended feature with certain values have
been surrounded by cells with values similar
to those cells (high-high or low-low). This
type of features is called cluster. On the other
hand, negative and significant Ii values
suggest that the intended feature has been
surrounded by features that have absolutely
no similarity with each other in terms of
value (high-low or low-high). This type of
features is called outlier. Existence of such
features suggests negative spatial correlation.

3. Discussion
3-1. Analysis of autocorrelation of Global
Moran’s I
As mentioned previously, Moran’s I deals
with the investigation into the status of
spatial autocorrelation of data and in addition
to determining the type of autocorrelation, it
makes decision on the type of spatial
distribution pattern governing the data.
Therefore, to determine the type of spatial
distribution governing the SST data, first it
should be specified whether the spatial
distribution of SST in Gulf of Oman has
spatial autocorrelation or not, and if positive,
how this distribution is. In this regard, global

Moran’s I was calculated for SST within
monthly and annual periods. The results of
this analysis for monthly period can be
observed in Table 1. Based on this table,
showing the values of Moran index, standard
Z score and p-value for SST data within the
monthly period, it can be concluded that
there is a strong autocorrelation between SST
data in Gulf of Oman and the data have been
distributed as cluster with a high
concentration in the space. Therefore,
considering the probable hypotheses (H0 and
H1), the null hypothesis (showing lack of a
spatial relationship between SST data in Gulf
of Oman) has been rejected, and H1
suggesting existence of autocorrelation
between
these
data
is
confirmed.
Investigating Fig. 3, representing the diagram
of global Moran index values across different
months, it was found that the strongest
autocorrelation and cluster distribution have
been formed within warm months of the year.
Here, due to the high number of schemas and
output diagrams of global Moran analysis,
only the schema and output diagram of this
index for August, which had the strongest
autocorrelation, has been provided as a
sample (Fig. 4.5). These two figures well
demonstrate cluster distribution of SST data
in the studied region. In Fig. 5, the more
distribution of data in the first and fourth
quarter causes a negative and inverse
autocorrelation, but the data distribution in
the second and third quarter causes a positive
and direct autocorrelation.

Table 1. The values of spatial autocorrelation of global Moran, standard Z score and p-value of monthly SST data
between 2003 and 2015 in Gulf of Oman.

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Moran Index
0.926
0.925
0.911
0.863
0.937
0.984
0.990
0.993
0.992
0.984
0.791
0.793

Z-Score
44.114
52.587
43.698
45.203
51.070
54.641
54.241
55.091
55.002
55.047
42.810
41.972

p-value
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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G
Global
Mora
an's I
1

Moran's Index

0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7

Month
Figuree 3. The tempo
oral changes of spatial autocorrrelation of globbal Moran for monthly
m
SST between
b
2003 and
a 2015 in
Gulf of Om
man.

Figuree 4. Graphic representation
r
o the spatial autocorrelationn results of gloobal Moran staatistic for SST in August
of
between 2003
2
and 2015 in Gulf of Omaan.

Figuree 5. The scatterr plot of global Moran
M
for SST in August betw
ween 2003 and 2015 in Gulf off Oman.
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Table 2 and Figg. 5 repreesent spatiaal
autocorrrelation status of SST values at annuaal
scale beetween 2003 and 2015. Investigating
g
Fig. 5, it is observved that chaanges in thee
autocorrrelation values have hadd fluctuations
within the studiedd 13 yearss. Howeverr,
g
through a general invvestigation aand according
i
to the treend that can be observedd in Fig. 6, it
can be cconcluded th
hat autocorreelation values
of SST w
within the stuudied periodd have had an
n
ascendinng trend, andd the tendenccy of data to
o
form spaatial clusters has increaseed, so that in
n
2003, gglobal Moraan Index shhows 0.934
4,
while it reaches 0.962 in 2015. It should bee
noted thhat in all yeaars the p-vallue has beenn
zero.

t clusteringg over
fouund a greaterr tendency to
tim
me. Howeverr, global Mooran index is
i not
ablee to identtify this ty
ype of cluusters.
Theerefore, to specify thee type of spatial
s
clussters, disco
overing thee site of their
form
mation and detecting
d
thee type of eleevated
clussters througghout the 13 years, Anselin
A
Loccal Moran’s I was emplloyed. In geeneral,
thiss index determines
d
the extennt of
autoocorrelation or spatial distinnctions
betw
ween the values of adjaccent cells wiithin a
geoographical raange and testss its significaance.
Tabble 3 indicaates the num
mber of highh-high
andd low-low pooints for SST within moonthly
tem
mporal scale in Gulf of Oman. Based on
thiss table, it is
i observed that Augusst and
Jannuary have had the maximum and
minnimum high
h-high poin
nts, respecttively.
Furrthermore, thhe minimum and maximuum of
low
w-low points have been related
r
to Occtober
andd January, reespectively. Overall, it ccan be
statted that the warm
w
monthhs of the yearr have
hadd the maximu
um spatial cllusters, whilee cold
months experieenced the minnimum numbber of
spaatial clusters.. Fig. 7 welll demonstrates the
num
mber of highh-high and low
w-low clusteers for
the studied monnths.

3-2.
Analysis
of
locaal
spatiaal
nselin local Moran’s
M
I)
autocorrrelation (An
Investigaating global Moran, it was found thaat
SST datta in Gulf of Oman had
h
a spatiaal
structuree, and they have
h
been distributed
d
as
cluster at
a both time scales. This means thaat
low or high values of surface temperaturee
i the spacee.
tend to concentrate or cluster in
more, at the annual
a
scale, it was found
d
Furtherm
that durring the 13 studied yeaars, the dataa

Table 2. T
The spatial autoocorrelation values of global Moran
M
and standdard Z score foor annual SST data
d between 20003 and
2015 in Gulf off Oman.

Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Moran Indexx
0.934
0.959
0.953
0.966
0.927
0.956
0.936

Z-Scorre
52.1777
53.5999
53.1699
53.8922
51.6788
53.1511
52.3644

Yeaar
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
-

Moran Index
0..940
0..950
0..957
0..936
0..952
0..962
-

Z-Score
52.477
52.949
53.377
52.394
53.288
53.516
-

Glob
bal Moran'ss I

Moran's Index

0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.9
2003

2004

20
005

2006

2007
7

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Year
Figure 6. Temporal channges of spatial autocorrelationn of global Mooran’s I for ann
nual SST betweeen 2003 and 2015
2
in
Gulf of Omann.
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Points

Table 3. The number of high-high and low-low points for monthly SST between 2003 and 2015 in Gulf of Oman.

Month

High-High

Low-Low

January

311

212

February

366

217

March

348

227

April

323

221

May

422

417

June

429

373

July

496

384

August

500

419

September

493

428

October

446

467

November

327

245

December

338

241

550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Month
High-High

Low-Low

Figure 7. The temporal changes of high-high and low-low points of monthly SST between 2003 and 2015 in Gulf of
Oman.

To better understand the previous points, the
map of spatial SST clusters was prepared for
all months, which can be observed in Fig. 8.
Based on this figure, from January to March,
low-low clusters have been developed in the
western part of the Gulf, while high-high
clusters have been extended in the
southeastern parts. Next, in April, this trend
has undergone changes and from May, lowlow clusters give their place to high-high
clusters, so until October, high-high clusters

are formed in the western part, while low-low
clusters are formed in the east and
southeastern part of the Gulf of Oman. In
November, the pattern of formation of
clusters changes again and in December, the
status of formation of clusters in the region
become similar to the early months of the
year. The significant levels of these clusters
are also shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, it can
be clearly seen that spatial clusters are at very
high levels of significance.
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Figure 8. The status of formation
f
of spatial clusters off SST of Gulf of
o Oman acrosss different monnths between 20003 and
2015.

Figure 9. Significant leevels of SST sppatial clusters across different months betweeen 2003 and 20115 in Gulf of Om
man.
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Next, annual scale of temporal changes of
high-high and low-low points was analyzed,
the values of each point were extracted
(Table 4) and the trend of their temporal
changes was surveyed (Fig. 10). Considering
Fig. 10, which represents the diagram of
temporal changes of low-low points
throughout the 13 studied years, it was found
that throughout these years, temporal changes
of the number of low-low points have had
some fluctuation. However, generally over
time, the number of these points has
decreased, so in 2003, the number was 511,
while in 2015, the number has decreased to
372 points. The temporal changes of the
number of high-high points can be observed
in Fig. 10. This diagram well represents that
in spite of the fluctuations in the number of
high-high points within this period, overall
formation of these points in Gulf of Oman
has had an ascending trend and the number of
high-high points has increased from 416 in
2003 to 486 in 2015. Therefore, based on
these observations, it can be stated that the
ascending trend of clustering obtained by
global Moran instrument, is related to highhigh clusters of SST, and they are the clusters
that are increasing over time in this gulf.
To better understand the points mentioned so
far, the map of spatial clusters of SST was
plotted for 2003 and 2015. Through
corresponding these maps, the changes of
formation of high-high and low-low clusters
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in this gulf were observed well (Fig. 11).
Based on this figure, overall high-high
clusters, representing warm clusters (high
SST values) have been formed in the south,
southwest and western parts of the region,
while low-low clusters, representing cold
clusters (low SST values), have been
developed in the eastern, northern, and
southeastern parts of Gulf of Oman.
Nevertheless, the notable point in this figure
is increasing of high-high points in 2015 and
their development towards east (the green
area). Furthermore, many of the low-low
points which have existed in 2003, have
disappeared completely in 2015, and a
number of these points in the eastern part of
Gulf of Oman has decreased (the red area).
One of the important surface boundary
conditions that influence the monsoon is sea
surface temperature. It is generally believed
that the interannual variability in monsoon
activity depends on air-sea interactions,
which take place during the travel of the
monsoon current across the Ocean (Singh
and Oh, 2007). It was cleared that higher SST
bring higher latent heat fluxes under the same
atmospheric conditions due to higher water
vapor pressures on the sea surface. At the
same time, the evaporation over the sea
surface decreases the SST. In monsoon
condition, the strong monsoon also increases
latent heat flux, which brings abundant
rainfall (Dado and Takahashi, 2017).

Table 4. The number of high-high and low-low points for annual SST between 2003 and 2015 in Gulf of Oman

Year

High-High

Low-Low

Year

High-High

Low-Low

2003

416

511

2010

435

483

2004

480

491

2011

419

395

2005

437

457

2012

463

364

2006

432

429

2013

441

448

2007

393

366

2014

471

454

2008

448

375

2015

486

372

2009

422

343

-

-

-
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Figure 100. The temporal changes of hiigh-high and lo
ow-low points of annual SST
T between 20033 and 2015 in Gulf
G of
Oman.

Figure 11. Spatial distrib
bution of high-hhigh and low-loow points of SS
ST and the trennd of changes occurred betweeen 2003
and 2015, blaack and dark bluue points are high-high and low
w-low clusters that
t have been formed in both years.

4. Concclusion
In this rresearch, du
ue to the siggnificance of
SST in oceanic, atm
mospheric, and climaticc
g
issues, tthis parametter was exaamined using
spatial sttatistical techhniques in Gulf
G of Oman
n
betweenn 2003 and 20015. The ressults obtained
d
m
SST
T
from gloobal Moran index for monthly
indicatedd that the maximum
m
auutocorrelation
n
has occuurred in Auguust and September, whilee
the miniimum has taaken place in
i November
and Deccember. It was
w also fouund that theyy
are geneerally the waarm months claiming thee

maxximum auttocorrelationn and a more
clusstered patteern, while in cold months,
autoocorrelation value is loower. Howevver, a
stroong autocorrrelation is observed
o
forr SST
dataa across alll months. Global
G
Moraan’s I
anaalysis was also calcullated for annual
a
tim
mescale and the resultts suggesteed an
ascending trend
d in autocorrelation valuees and
clusstering of thhe distributioon pattern off SST
dataa within thee 13 years. Next, to disscover
the type of clusstering (highh-high or low
w-low)
hroughout th
he 13 yearss and
of the data th
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identify the site of formation of clusters,
Anselin local Moran’s I was used. The results
of this index for the monthly timescale
suggested a larger number of high-high and
low-low clusters in the warm months in
comparison with the cold months. This
analysis also well indicated that the
clustering trend, which has been observed in
the annual timescale in global Moran index,
has been related to high-high clusters, and the
number of these clusters has increased
gradually over time. In contrast, throughout
these years, the number of low-low clusters
in Gulf of Oman has diminished. The general
site of formation (across all the studied years)
of the high-high clusters has been southern,
southwestern and western parts of the region.
On the other hand, low-low clusters were
formed in eastern, northeastern, and
southeastern parts of the Gulf. However,
investigation of the output maps of local
Moran’s I indicated that development of lowlow clusters in the eastern parts of the region
has diminished, while development of highhigh clusters towards east has grown. It
should also be noted that high-high clusters
represent high SST values, whereas low-low
clusters suggest low values of this parameter.
Therefore, it can be concluded that within the
13 studied years (2003-2015), warming of
surface temperature of Gulf of Oman has
been statistically significant and positive.
Further, considering the passage of almost
one decade, significant changes have
occurred in the values of this parameter in
Gulf of Oman. Therefore, it can be deduced
that global warming and climate change may
have influenced this region. In this regards,
Khan et al. (2004) reported an increasing
trend for sea surface temperature in the
northern parts of the Arabian Sea (including
parts of Gulf of Oman). In other research,
Piontkovski and Chiffings (2014) studied
long-term changes of SST in the Gulf of
Oman and western part of Arabian Sea, and
they also found a positive trend for SST
changes in this area. However, the difference
between this work and those of the
researchers is that this work has examined
spatial changes of SST. Since SST is in direct
relationship with many oceanic, atmospheric,
and climatic parameters such as marine
currents, chlorophyll concentration, surface
wind, atmospheric temperature, water vapor,
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and precipitation, thus concurrent monitoring
of these parameters with SST to discover
their spatial relationship with each other is
essential.
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